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Based around the Traxsource Deep House Melodic and Top 100 Deep House Melodic charts, the corporate download chart was created in 2013 as a reminder of the importance of playlists of great music, rather than just high-fidelity music files. Over the years it has featured some of the most influential labels
from the Deep House and Tech House genres, including Axwell's Armada, Bedrock, Gotobase, Markus Schulz' imprint MSK, and the trailblazing imprint of legendary label veteran Team Canada. This chart uses all of the charts above, to create the definitive chart of the highest-charting tech house music on

playlists for electronic music streaming providers Beatport and Traxsource. The chart was created and launched in early 2015 and has been continuously updated ever since. Every week, a different label or artist will be given the honour of being featured on the chart. Updated daily, the Beatport Deep House
Top 100 chart is the world's biggest deep house chart. Each week, top deep house producers vote for their top 100 deep house tracks of the week, the number of plays determines the popularity of the track and its ranking on the chart. Since the chart's launch in 2011, top deep house producers Markus

Schulz, Simon Patterson, Jonas Kaminski and Schäfer have all been ranked number one as a result. The chart also features top 100 deep house charts from Traxsource, a Traxsource Deep House Melodic chart, Traxsource's tech house chart and a deep house chart which represents the best of Traxsource TV.
Summer 2013 is the summer of deep house, says A-Trak. He’s worked with some of the biggest names in house – next year it’s even bigger. The evolution of deep tech house has set the stage for what’s to come. June also brought another milestone for Charlotte. In March, she officially launched two new
labels: KNTXT, her own imprint, and Off The Grid, her new label with the Swedish producer Kalle Losander. Within a month of their launch, KNTXT started to gain momentum: it is now streaming on Apple Music, Beatport and Traxsource. Charlotte is in Canada, scratching the Surface for the next two years.

Stay tuned.
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the term tech house was invented in the late 1990s by chicago house music dj and producer derrick carter. he used the term to
describe a certain kind of house music that was characterized by the presence of basslines that were very deep and usually

accompanied by a minimal beat. basslines are generally set at a very low frequency to create a dark and melodic sound. tech
house music, like techno, has been defined as a harder and more direct version of house music, focusing on the danceability of
the music rather than its emotional content. a tech house track usually features a deep bassline, syncopated kicks, and often a

minimalistic synth line. techno and tech house use the same set of basslines, but the rawness of techno is a defining
characteristic. in tech house, the bass is often distorted and at a lower frequency. in tech house, the main part of the song is

always in 4/4. it is a combination of the deep, dark, and heavy sub bass lines and a deep, bright, and sharp kick drum. the kick
drum is the main part of the track, making it feel 'techy'. although tech house usually has a deep, dark sound, there are songs

which have a fast, bright beat as well as basslines. some of the genres that this music is used in are chicago house, footwork, and
breakbeat. the term tech house was coined by derrick carter in the late 1990s. tech house and techno are very similar in nature,
yet techno is often played in high tempo and tech house is usually played in a slower tempo. tech house is a harder version of

house music, yet techno is more minimalist and uses more synthetic instruments. 5ec8ef588b
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